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Abstract -  The traditional Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller utilized Optimized social spider technique for robotic 

arm model has been investigated. the fuzzy technique method has been inserted as artificial intelligence technique to introduce the 

better performance for robotic arm in utilize steady state error and positions for the coordination to all angles of robotic arms. The 

techniques had been solved the stability it’s expressed as the main control problem in additional to that two forward and one inverse 

kinematics conversion has been settled to the model of robotic arms and according to the parameters estimation to the steady state 

error is zero and the ideal circle is a very closely to the proposed method and this work has been applied in MATLAB R2021a. 
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          1.  Introduction 

Robotic arm model it contain the capability for this incredible accuracy on this control theory, it gave the opportunities for this arm 

regulators for executed in numerous districts additionally convey as troublesome problem for including those arm regulators for 

authentic applications[1-4] . The problematic one lies in the arrangement of the controller for the arm regulators. Because of the 

govern of the shut circle, the arm regulators were together in additional to that the arms non direct constantly, it's allocated for hard 

move the handling an arm regulator on the arm quickly, precision, additionally, the arrangement of the controller for an arm regulator 

is very challenged. which has revolted the investigator's income in the actually years[5]. 

As demonstrated by the composition, it contains two plans for the controller of arm regulators the control of arm and controller. The 

method of control is dependence upon this suspicion could be regulators arms were free additionally could become isolated [6]. 

The method for kinematic-control can persistently achieve a solitary controllers bundle, in each for the joint of dynamic of the 

equivalent regulator. traditional PID, cushy reasoning these controllers are having a spot with controllers of arm. With the doubt of 

a free arm, there could be no previous data for the components of an arm regulators is normal in the arrangement of a non-linearized 

controller, the components of confusing computation could be avoiding and the issue of the controller arranging can be gigantically 

more straightforward. This can have all the earmarks of being genuine in unprecedented for the control of steady of the robot arm 

regulators, wherein the central processing unit could implement this stunning estimations were not reachable. In any case, the non-

linearized control show it restricted, to this dismissing for development these arms also these components for non-linearized for 

these regulators robotic arm, The concurrent procedure for control can be accustomed to dealing with the coupling issue and further 

develop the course following exactness, yet the components of the non-straight are at this point un-agreed to controllers of the 

regulatory of robotic arm under the development of high speed control[7, 8]. 

The main optic in control isn't typical for, the components part of the regulators robot arm on this system for desired control can be 

considered, these straight components for this robot arm could be required, the world class execution of following can be completed 

with regulation of controllers. Depended upon advanced toward model for these components of the straight, this exceptional arms 

are the propose of this robot arm, with further developed track execution. The controller sway is restricted on this tiniest coverage 

for this plan of these components compensated wrong nonlinearization [9-13]. To resolve these problems and the techniques for 

adaptable were utilized to work on the show of following of the robot arm [9-15]. 

 

2 Robotic Arm Model 

This model has been designed for achieve the best performance for the robotic arm in which has been utilized in MATLAB to solve 

stability for all nonlinear robotic arms and the design for the model can achieved by using Simulink as shown below in the following 

figures.  
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Figure 1: Robot Arm with PD Controller. 

 

Figure 2: Robotic Arm with MATLAB. 

 

3. Methodology and results 

The procedure for the considered in improve the exhibition for this robotic arm on apply the optimized SSO to accomplish the best 

perform for this equal controller, for introduce SSO calculation could considered the optimized swarm technique, were are relied 

upon the social bug shared attributes additionally specialists to looking for address bugs settle aggregate this positional as per this 

state conduct's. the social technique two characterizers for various specialist's for searching male's and female's. on consideration, 

so every individual is act by using activity of various transformative which mimics the job of organic in the province. This technique 

guess the gap for searching for this snare of a collective bug and these arrangements of the every applicant's on this populace address 

an insect. As per the every insect can get a loads for this worth for wellness for this arrangement. This model's for the methodology 

contains two main pursuit set's for this administrator's of transformative can imitate these practices for this different agreeable shown 

in the main colon as shown below in the flowchart[16-20]. 
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Figure 3: SSO Flowchart. 

 

3.1 Simulation analysis 

In this part the analysis of results can be expressed as a main topic due to the performance in additional to that can achieved by 

calculate steady state error and the main handling tool for robotic arm in order to check the stability for the controlled robotic arm 

model as shown below in x position and y position as described in the following figures. 
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Figure 4: x position with steady state error for robotic arm with optimized SSO-Fuzzy technique. 

 

Figure 5: y position with steady state error for robotic arm with optimized SSO-Fuzzy technique. 
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Figure 6: effector tool cycle with steady state error for robotic arm with optimized SSO-Fuzzy technique. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The article has been introduced the new method for solve the robotic arm model in stability issue using triangular controller with a 

crisp value of the fuzzy technique in order to improve the robotic performance by insert the traditional PID controller with Fuzzy 

technique as well as the utilize of arms torques. The steady state error is enhanced down to zero for nonlinear robotic arm therefore 

in this investigation the positions of coordination has been solved while utilize of social spider AI technique when the traditional 

PID controller is better while utilize this technique and more closely to the ideal position for handle the thing. 
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